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TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001]

This disclosure relates to a method for performing transaction based on a Crypto

Now Pay Later (CNPL) scheme.

BACKGROUND

[0002]

With advancement in technology, digital currency in the form of cryptocurrency is

slowly becoming popular. The popularity of the cryptocurrency has been mainly among the
younger population, typically, generation Z and young millennials whereas rest of the
population still prefers payment through traditional means such as credit cards, debit cards, fiat
currencies and the like. The hesitancy in adopting cryptocurrency for transactions instead of
the traditional means is due to lack of understanding of cryptocurrency, fear of losing money
over cryptocurrency-based transaction and volatility of cryptocurrency value. Hence, there is a
need to introduce customers to cryptocurrency-based transaction in a manner that makes them
comfortable and allows them to overcome their hesitancy in using cryptocurrency for
transactions.

[0003]

In order to overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings, the present invention

introduces a Crypto Now Pay Later (CNPL) scheme for encouraging customers to perform
cryptocurrency-based transaction.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004]

Additional advantages and details are explained in greater detail below with

reference to the exemplary embodiments that are illustrated in the accompanying schematic
figures, in which:

[0005]

FIGURE 1 illustrates an environment for payment of a service using a CNPL

scheme in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0006]

FIGURE 2 illustrates an environment for payment of a product using a CNPL

scheme in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.
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[0007]

FIGURE 3 illustrates an environment of a CNPL scheme in accordance with some

embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0008]

FIGURE 4 shows a flowchart illustrating a method for performing transaction

based on a CNPL scheme in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

[0009]

FIGURE 5 shows a detailed block diagram of a computer system in accordance

with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0010]

In the present document, the word "exemplary" is used herein to mean "serving as

an example, instance, or illustration." Any embodiment or implementation of the present
subject matter described herein as "exemplary" is not necessarily to be construed as preferred
or advantageous over other embodiments.

[0011]

While the disclosure is susceptible to various modifications and alternative forms,

specific embodiment thereof has been shown by way of example in the drawings and will be
described in detail below. It should be understood, however that it is not intended to limit the
disclosure to the particular forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the disclosure is to cover all
modifications, equivalents, and alternative falling within the spirit and the scope of the
disclosure.
[0012]

The terms “comprises”, “comprising”, or any other variations thereof, are intended

to cover a non-exclusive inclusion, such that a setup, device or method that comprises a list of
components or steps does not include only those components or steps but may include other
components or steps not expressly listed or inherent to such setup or device or method. In other
words, one or more elements in a device or system or apparatus proceeded by “comprises… a”
does not, without more constraints, preclude the existence of other elements or additional
elements in the device or system or apparatus.
[0013]

The terms "an embodiment", "embodiment", "embodiments", "the embodiment",

"the embodiments", "one or more embodiments", "some embodiments", and "one embodiment"
mean "one or more (but not all) embodiments of the invention(s)" unless expressly specified
otherwise.
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[0014]

The terms "including", "comprising", “having” and variations thereof mean

"including but not limited to", unless expressly specified otherwise.

[0015]

In an embodiment, the present disclosure relates to a method for performing

transaction based on a Crypto Now Pay Later (CNPL) scheme. This scheme allows a customer
to purchase a product or avail a service by using a CNPL application to make a payment to a
merchant for the product or the service using a cryptocurrency as one of the means. Further,
this scheme at a later point in time allows the customer to settle the payment with the CNPL
provider through the cryptocurrency or a fiat currency. The method includes displaying a
payment options window on a user device on successful selection of a product or a service.
Further, the method includes receiving a payment method selection, from a customer, from the
payment options window for payment of the product or the service. The method includes
performing transaction for payment of the product or service based on the payment method
selection. Thereafter, the method includes presenting a payment transaction statement in
equivalent of stable coin value for the performed transaction at an end of billing cycle. Lastly,
the method includes providing a crypto-based payment method option and a fiat
currency/stable coin value-based payment option to the customer to pay to a CNPL provider
for the performed transaction at the end of billing cycle for the product or the service.

[0016]

Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL) scheme refers to a method that allows customers to

buy products or services and pay for the same products or services at a later point in time. This
scheme is hugely popular as it allows customers to make purchases of their immediate needs
with a comfort of payment at later point, for example, within 15 to 30 days. The payment is
typically through traditional means such as credit cards, debit cards, fiat currency and the like.
Although cryptocurrency has been present for few years, its adaptation for buying products or
services has been slow as there are negative perceptions around its use which inhibits
widespread transactional use. The present disclosure presents a Crypto Now Pay Later (CNPL)
scheme on similar lines as the BNPL to leverage upon the customers perception of familiarity
with the BNPL scheme. Further the present disclosure offers customers a cryptocurrency
transaction experience without any commitment of a cryptocurrency payment.
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[0017]

In the following detailed description of the embodiments of the disclosure,

reference is made to the accompanying drawings that form a part hereof, and in which are
shown by way of illustration specific embodiments in which the disclosure may be practiced.
These embodiments are described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to practice
the disclosure, and it is to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized and that
changes may be made without departing from the scope of the present disclosure. The
following description is, therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense.

[0018]

FIGURE 1 illustrates an environment for payment of a service using a CNPL

scheme accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

[0019]

As shown in FIGURE 1, the environment 100 includes a user device 101. The user

device 101 has applications through which a customer can avail products and/or services. An
example of a service selected by the customer is shown as reference103. The user device 101
may be, but not limited to, a mobile device, a tablet or a laptop. When the customer wants to
make a payment for a service 103 on a merchant platform, in this case, a payment for a cab
service, a payment options window 105 on the user device 101 is displayed. The payment
options window 105 includes a crypto-based payment option and a traditional payment option.
The traditional payment option may include payment through credit card, debit card, fiat
currency and the like whereas the crypto-based payment option may include payment through
cryptocurrency. The cryptocurrency may be any cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin, Ethereum and
the like. In one embodiment, if a merchant providing the service 103 i.e., the cab service,
prefers payment through cryptocurrency, the customer may be prompted to select/confirm the
crypto-based payment option 107. Thereafter, transaction for payment of the service 103 is
performed based on the selection of crypto-based payment option by the customer. On
completion of the transaction, the customer is presented a payment transaction statement 109
in equivalent of stable coin value. In another embodiment, the customer may select one of the
crypto-based payment option and the traditional payment option based on his/her choice.
Thereafter, transaction for payment of the service 103 is performed based on the selection of
payment option by the customer. On completion of the transaction, the customer is presented
the payment transaction statement 109 in equivalent of stable coin value.

[0020]

FIGURE 2 illustrates an environment for payment of a product using a CNPL

scheme accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.
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[0021]

As shown in FIGURE 2, the environment 200 includes a user device 101. The user

device 101 has applications through which a customer can avail products and/or services. An
example of a product selected by the customer is shown as reference 201. When the customer
wants to make a payment for a product 201 on a merchant platform, a payment options window
203 on the user device 101 is displayed. The payment options window 203 includes a cryptobased payment option and a traditional payment option. The traditional payment option may
include payment through credit card, debit card, fiat currency and the like whereas the cryptobased payment option may include payment through cryptocurrency. In one embodiment, if a
merchant providing the product 201, prefers payment through cryptocurrency, the customer
may be prompted to select/confirm the crypto-based payment option 205. Thereafter,
transaction for payment of the product 201 is performed based on the selection of crypto-based
payment option by the customer. On completion of the transaction, the customer is presented
a payment transaction statement 207 in equivalent of stable coin value. In another embodiment,
the customer may select one of the crypto-based payment option and the traditional payment
option based on his/her choice. Thereafter, transaction for payment of the product 201 is
performed based on the selection of payment option by the customer. On completion of the
transaction, the customer is presented the payment transaction statement 207 in equivalent of
stable coin value.
[0022]

FIGURE 3 illustrates an environment of a CNPL scheme accordance with some

embodiments of the present disclosure.

[0023]

As shown in FIGURE 3, the environment 300 includes a user device 101 with a

CNPL application 301. When the customer who had availed the service 103 or purchased the
product 201 on the merchant platform wants to make a payment to a CNPL provider at an end
of billing cycle, he/she logs in to the CNPL application 301. The customer is presented with a
payment transaction statement summary 303 comprising all the transactions related to current
billing cycle. Thereafter, the customer is provided a crypto-based payment method option and
a fiat currency/stable coin value-based payment option 305 to pay to the CNPL provider. In
one embodiment, the fiat currency/stable coin value-based payment option 305 may comprise
payment through credit card, debit card or fiat currency. If the customer decides to make a
payment through cryptocurrency, the customer is provided with cryptocurrency wallet, which
can be used henceforth for any cryptocurrency related transactions.
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[0024]

FIGURE 4 shows a flowchart illustrating a method for performing transaction

based on a CNPL scheme in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure.

[0025]

As illustrated in FIGURE 4, the method 400 includes one or more blocks for

performing transaction based on a CNPL scheme. The method 400 may be described in the
general context of computer executable instructions. Generally, computer executable
instructions can include routines, programs, objects, components, data structures, procedures,
modules, and functions, which perform particular functions or implement particular abstract
data types.

[0026]

The order in which the method 400 is described is not intended to be construed as

a limitation, and any number of the described method blocks can be combined in any order to
implement the method. Additionally, individual blocks may be deleted from the methods
without departing from the scope of the subject matter described herein. Furthermore, the
method can be implemented in any suitable hardware, software, firmware, or combination
thereof.

[0027]

At block 401, the method may display a payment options window 105, 203 on a

user device 101 on successful selection of a product 201 or a service 103.
[0028]

At block 403, the method may receive a payment method selection 107, 205, from

a customer, from the payment options window 105, 203. The payment method selection 107,
205 selected by the customer may be a payment method preferred by merchant.
[0029]

At block 405, the method may perform transaction for payment of the product 201

or service 103 based on the payment method selection.
[0030]

At block 407, the method may present a payment transaction statement 109, 207,

303 in equivalence of stable coin value for the performed transaction at an end of billing cycle.
[0031]

At block 409, the method may provide a crypto-based payment method option and

a fiat currency/stable coin value-based payment option 305 to the customer to pay to a CNPL
provider for the performed transaction at the end of billing cycle.
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[0032]

Some of the advantages of the present disclosure are listed below.

[0033]

The present disclosure extends a credit limit to a customer in stable coin value, for

example, U.S. Dollar Coin (USDC). The use of stable coin eliminates the fear of volatility
associated with cryptocurrency.

[0034]

In the present disclosure, every transaction by the customer using the CNPL scheme

is reflected in stable coin value, for example, USDC, but is settled with the merchant in their
preferred currency (fiat currency or cryptocurrency). This approach allows customers to get a
feel of cryptocurrency transaction without any hassles of buying cryptocurrency or any
currency conversion.
[0035]

In the present disclosure, at the end of billing cycle, customers can review the bill

and have the option to pay either through fiat payment method or cryptocurrency payment
method through a cryptocurrency account. This approach removes friction at the time of
purchase and allows customers to make an informed decision of using cryptocurrency at the
time of billing cycle.
[0036]

The present disclosure allows customers to experience and utilize a different asset

class which otherwise they do not have access to.

[0037]

FIGURE 5 illustrates a block diagram of a computer system for implementing

embodiments consistent with the present disclosure.

[0038]

In an embodiment, the computer system 500 may be used to implement the CNPL

scheme. The computer system 500 may include a central processing unit (“CPU” or
“processor”) 502. The processor 502 may include at least one data processor for performing
transaction based on a CNPL scheme. The processor 502 may include specialized processing
units such as, integrated system (bus) controllers, memory management control units, floating
point units, graphics processing units, digital signal processing units, etc.

[0039]

The processor 502 may be disposed in communication with one or more

input/output (I/O) devices (512 and 513) via I/O interface 501. The I/O interface 501 employ
communication protocols/methods such as, without limitation, audio, analog, digital,
8
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monoaural, radio corporation of America (RCA) connector, stereo, IEEE-1394 high speed
serial bus, serial bus, universal serial bus (USB), infrared, personal system/2 (PS/2) port,
bayonet neill-concelman (BNC) connector, coaxial, component, composite, digital visual
interface (DVI), high-definition multimedia interface (HDMI), radio frequency (RF) antennas,
S-Video, video graphics array (VGA), IEEE 802.11b/g/n/x, Bluetooth, cellular e.g., codedivision multiple access (CDMA), high-speed packet access (HSPA+), global system for
mobile communications (GSM), long-term evolution (LTE), worldwide interoperability for
microwave access (WiMax), or the like, etc.

[0040]

Using the I/O interface 501, the computer system 500 may communicate with one

or more I/O devices such as input devices 512 and output devices 513. For example, the input
devices 512 may be an antenna, keyboard, mouse, joystick, (infrared) remote control, camera,
card reader, fax machine, dongle, biometric reader, microphone, touch screen, touchpad,
trackball, stylus, scanner, storage device, transceiver, video device/source, etc. The output
devices 513 may be a printer, fax machine, video display (e.g., cathode ray tube (CRT), liquid
crystal display (LCD), light-emitting diode (LED), plasma, plasma display panel (PDP),
organic light-emitting diode display (OLED) or the like), audio speaker, etc.

[0041]

In some embodiments, the processor 502 may be disposed in communication with

a communication network 509 via a network interface 503. The network interface 503 may
communicate with the communication network 509. The network interface 503 may employ
connection protocols including, without limitation, direct connect, ethernet (e.g., twisted pair
10/100/1000 Base T), transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP), token ring,
IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/x, etc. The communication network 509 may include, without limitation,
a direct interconnection, local area network (LAN), wide area network (WAN), wireless
network (e.g., using Wireless Application Protocol), the Internet, etc. Using the network
interface 503 and the communication network 509, the computer system 500 may communicate
with a (payment) server 511. The network interface 503 may employ connection protocols
include, but not limited to, direct connect, ethernet (e.g., twisted pair 10/100/1000 Base T),
transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP), token ring, IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/x,
etc.

[0042]

The communication network 509 includes, but is not limited to, a direct

interconnection, a peer to peer (P2P) network, local area network (LAN), wide area network
9
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(WAN), wireless network (e.g., using Wireless Application Protocol), the Internet, Wi-Fi and
such. The communication network 509 may either be a dedicated network or a shared network,
which represents an association of the different types of networks that use a variety of
protocols, for example, hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), transmission control
protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP), wireless application protocol (WAP), etc., to
communicate with each other. Further, the communication network 509 may include a variety
of network devices, including routers, bridges, servers, computing devices, storage devices,
etc.

[0043]

In some embodiments, the processor 502 may be disposed in communication with

a memory 505 (e.g., RAM, ROM, etc. not shown in FIGURE 5) via a storage interface 504.
The storage interface 504 may connect to memory 505 including, without limitation, memory
drives, removable disc drives, etc., employing connection protocols such as, serial advanced
technology attachment (SATA), integrated drive electronics (IDE), IEEE-1394, universal serial
bus (USB), fiber channel, small computer systems interface (SCSI), etc. The memory drives
may further include a drum, magnetic disc drive, magneto-optical drive, optical drive,
redundant array of independent discs (RAID), solid-state memory devices, solid-state drives,
etc.

[0044]

The memory 505 may store a collection of program or database components,

including, without limitation, user interface 506, an operating system 507, etc. In some
embodiments, computer system 500 may store user/application data, such as, the data,
variables, records, etc., as described in this disclosure. Such databases may be implemented as
fault-tolerant, relational, scalable, secure databases such as Oracle or Sybase.

[0045]

The operating system 507 may facilitate resource management and operation of the

computer system 500. Examples of operating systems include, without limitation, AppleTM
Macintosh

TM

OS XTM, UNIXTM, Unix-like system distributions (e.g., Berkeley Software

Distribution (BSD), FreeBSDTM, Net BSDTM, Open BSDTM, etc.), Linux distributions (e.g.,
Red HatTM, UbuntuTM, K-UbuntuTM, etc.), International Business Machines (IBMTM) OS/2TM,
Microsoft WindowsTM (XPTM, Vista/7/8, etc.), Apple iOSTM, Google AndroidTM, BlackberryTM
operating system (OS), or the like. In some embodiments, the computer system 500 may
implement web browser 508 stored program components. Web browser 508 may be a hypertext
viewing application, such as MicrosoftTM Internet ExplorerTM, Google ChromeTM, Mozilla
10
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FirefoxTM, AppleTM SafariTM, etc. Secure web browsing may be provided using secure
hypertext transport protocol (HTTPS), secure sockets layer (SSL), transport layer security
(TLS), etc. Web browsers 508 may utilize facilities such as AJAX, DHTML, AdobeTM Flash,
Javascript, Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), etc.

[0046]

According to some non-limiting embodiments or aspects, a computer program

product including at least one non-transitory computer-readable medium including one or more
instructions for performing transaction based on a CNPL scheme that, when executed by at
least one processor, cause the at least one processor to: display a payment options window on
a user device on successful selection of a product or a service, receive a payment method
selection from a customer from the payment options window for payment of the product or the
service, perform transaction for payment of the product or the service based on the payment
method selection, present a payment transaction statement in equivalent of stable coin value
for the performed transaction at an end of billing cycle and provide a crypto-based payment
method option and a fiat currency/stable coin value-based payment option to the customer to
pay to a CNPL provider for the performed transaction at the end of billing cycle for the product
or the service.

[0047]

The illustrated steps are set out to explain the exemplary embodiments shown, and

it should be anticipated that ongoing technological development will change the manner in
which particular functions are performed. These examples are presented herein for purposes of
illustration, and not limitation. Further, the boundaries of the functional building blocks have
been arbitrarily defined herein for the convenience of the description. Alternative boundaries
can be defined so long as the specified functions and relationships thereof are appropriately
performed. Alternatives (including equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc., of those
described herein) will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings
contained herein. Such alternatives fall within the scope and spirit of the disclosed
embodiments. Also, the words "comprising," "having," "containing," and "including," and
other similar forms are intended to be equivalent in meaning and be open ended in that an item
or items following any one of these words is not meant to be an exhaustive listing of such item
or items or meant to be limited to only the listed item or items.

[0048]

Furthermore, one or more computer-readable storage media may be utilized in

implementing embodiments consistent with the present disclosure. A computer readable
11
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storage medium refers to any type of physical memory on which information or data readable
by a processor may be stored. Thus, a computer readable storage medium may store
instructions for execution by one or more processors, including instructions for causing the
processor(s) to perform steps or stages consistent with the embodiments described herein. The
term “computer readable medium” should be understood to include tangible items and exclude
carrier waves and transient signals, i.e., are non-transitory. Examples include random access
memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), volatile memory, nonvolatile memory, hard
drives, CD ROMs, DVDs, flash drives, disks, and any other known physical storage media.
[0049]

The terms "an embodiment", "embodiment", "embodiments", "the embodiment",

"the embodiments", "one or more embodiments", "some embodiments", and "one embodiment"
mean "one or more (but not all) embodiments of the invention(s)" unless expressly specified
otherwise.
[0050]

The terms "including", "comprising", “having” and variations thereof mean

"including but not limited to", unless expressly specified otherwise.
[0051]

The enumerated listing of items does not imply that any or all the items are mutually

exclusive, unless expressly specified otherwise. The terms "a", "an" and "the" mean "one or
more", unless expressly specified otherwise.
[0052]

Finally, the language used in the specification has been principally selected for

readability and instructional purposes, and it may not have been selected to delineate or
circumscribe the inventive subject matter. Accordingly, the disclosure of the embodiments of
the disclosure is intended to be illustrative, but not limiting, of the scope of the disclosure.
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CRYPTO NOW PAY LATER

ABSTRACT

A method and a system for performing transaction based on a Crypto Now Pay Later (CNPL)
scheme. The method comprises displaying a payment options window on a user device on
successful selection of a product or a service. Further, the method comprises receiving a
payment method selection from a customer from the payment options window for payment of
the product or the service and performing transaction for payment of the product or service
based on the payment method selection. Thereafter, the method comprises presenting a
payment transaction statement in equivalent of stable coin value for the performed transaction
at an end of billing cycle. Lastly, the method comprises providing a crypto-based payment
method option and a fiat currency/stable coin value-based payment option to the customer to
pay to a CNPL provider for the performed transaction at the end of billing cycle for the product
or the service. This approach introduces customers to cryptocurrency-based transaction in
manner that makes them comfortable and allows them to overcome their hesitancy in using
cryptocurrency for transactions.

FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5
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